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THE CONFIGURATIONAL PARTITION 
FUNCTIONS OF SOLID SOLUTIONS 

/The following is a full trans- 
lation of an article written by 
Chans Tsung-sui, appearing ia »ti- 
ll MP«fth-Dflo (Journal of Physics)^ 
Vol, 

.rut  Tsung-sui, apyeai-iUB ^ **«. 
Msueh~pao (Journal of Physics). 
.. XV, Ho. 1, I960, pages 42-53.»/ 

Abstract 

This short paper applies e method for studying the 
configuretional partition function of J««"1" "lu^°^clal 
developed by Wang, Hau and the author to * ^£* gL^ . 
cases» In such concrete calculations. "/J/J^fj^Juons, 
method is applicable to almost every type of ;ol« -£lut*oiL.. 
In fact, it* applicability ^K^Tt^t o- thJ ex?stenc uttirt« which atoms* of the solution inhabit, Ox zne ej.x-i.eui-. 
of thf lor- distance order, of the existence of Interactions 
SUSSenit'Sw» more distant'than «?'•?* «^^»Ae^SthSd 
the number of components in the solution. &j££e «J° l^% 
Is actually an expansion of the ^Jf^^X i^tice 
In terras of certain coordination numbers of *  ** M£W 
the SSults- of the calculations after ignoring ^e higher 
coordination numbers become closea expressions in teim- or 
IL Boltzmann factors and thus ^old waraiona In |T or in 

by ^^i.'oÄ .uasi-eh^lcal formulas based on the, 
above method. We point out that ^w^S^ln tte S^uSl 
ordination numbers except the lovest» we:?bt*J:ntJ

]?0Ti^r of 
quastchemical formula, quite independently °^^f™r? 
£™n0n*nts in the solution. (A corresponding combinatory 
J?Sf  delved.) On including higher coordination 

next higher coordination number becomes 



Xa,-SXi,+ CX"( jB )+6X- ( ^j) 

■ft 

AA 

CC + AV^-ISiVA. <S) 

*1 >'*'•( >*'0"8M'- <«> 

cance« 

In the above, M» NO.      denote the numbers of A, B 
atoms, X^Xk-.r,-    are numbers ^^^^^Ües 
(3), (4), and their substitution Into the righthana ~i — 
of 1) iives the numbers XJLA,XABiXa8  of AA, AB, BB paxr« o, 
ntar-elt8neIghbourS.  It may be noted that X« »ay hej nag- 
St?vc and they do not bear any direct physical f E^f 
It'l« also pointed out that instead of considering the 
SUSrs1;? ?airs of nearest neiglibou«, ve »ay consioe, 
flwp^tlv the numbers of pairs of triplets vie. 3  ^u k 

?orIlngym^a?& nearest'neighbcurs and ^ite^a 0 
analog? (to the usual quasi-chemical formulaj new qu^sx 
clerical equations for the different ^««^J^r 
(From this, a combinatory formula is easily deriveQ^« -^ 
ie Shown that such a theory differs from (l) - (4) given 

ab°Ve- This short paper consists of tvo parts  ?he Jlrst 
part discusses the application of the method £ Jibing u>e 
LnnFlffuratior^l partition functions of solid soiutionb, 
5SMS ^eloped by Wang Te-nao Hsu Y^:5^?40f-f ^^ 
,:i:'  /]] to different solid solutions. Comparison nave 
ofen°Lie}of°tne results obtained to> the correspond^ 
ones obtained by the method of Kirkvood.U.J^OJ 
discuss the following cases: 



il] 
AB-type crystal lattice? binary solid solution 
Pace-centered crystal lattices binary solid 
solution 

(3) AB-type crystal lattice binary solid, solution 
with interaction between next nearest neighbors« 

Essentially, this method takes advantage of the 
property that the logarithm of the configurations! parti- 
tion function, P, is a linear combination of certain co- 
ordination numbers of the crystal lattice. After ignoring 
the higher coordination numbers of the lattice, we obtain 
F as a closed expression, no longer requiring a series 
expansion in (EPJ-1 or (KT). Therefore, ve expect the resul 
thus obtained to be correct for any temperature. And we can 
coEDare the result to that by the Klrkwood method by simply 
expanding the result into series in (KT)-l. The results 
should be the same, and in fact, they &ve. 

In the second part, we use the method of reference 1 
to discuss the quasi-chemical approximation. First we point 
out that if the lowest coordination number is retained, the 
conventional quasi-chemical approximation formulas are 
correct no matter how many kinds of atoms there are in the 
solid solution» Second, we point out how to improve the con- 
ventional qua si-chemical formula by keeping higher «™->WMn- 
atSon numbers* 

(1) AB-type lattice 'binary solid solution. 
For a binary solid solution with the AB-type lattice, 

we assume that the total number of atoms Is I, the number of 
A atoms is H0, and interaction exists only for atoms forming 
nearest neighbor pairs» According to reference 1, ve can 
prove that the logarithm of the configurations! partition 
function, P, is .   ( N V ,V\ >> t ry a r> + 

in which Vis the  neighbor matrix, defined as 

x  1 »   if c. c» are nearest neighbors 

B*° ,   otherwise, 

and the coefficients of fi, f2 ...., etc», are the matrix ■ 
elements of the irreducible prdducts of the k 's summed over? 
the indices, and are called coordination numbers. The 
functions f1# f2> .... are certain functions of K, 0, and 1 
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because these coordination numbers are apparently A**«*)**! 
proportional to H, therefore f does not contain J. Refer- 
PTl indicated that in order to determine fl* *2» •••» 

wp need consider only the F of a hypothetical solid enc 
etc. 
„'^-T*|.4An with the same values of R and $* ■■■ 
BCxUwi05o;

iä Sa going to consid^the 'olloyljB hypo^eti- 
cel lattice» the total nunber of points A  of töe*>P^j"ea 
iStUe are divided into H/2 groups, each group ^ 
points and forming a nearest-neighbor pair with no nearest 
neighbor between groups. 

Then 

■(l-Wsfl+^U)'"-0}' 

(3) 

(4) 

in which 

(V„, V„ assumed to be zero), is a function of H,* , and T, 
* A»7  on 

determined by 

From (3) we obtain 

Substituting into (2), ve get^ 
iV^ir»~Ölog^(l™#)log(l~0)+iiog(A + ^4-¥H)-- 

Since for this hypothetical lattice 

¥e have 

(6) 



Ixpanding with respect to Y» v* have 

To see the symmetry between 0 and (1-0), we rewrite the above 
expression as 

i# log f+1 0»(1 - Of V+i-0»( I - ^[tf1 + (I - Ü >* - 2] ,* + 

+ -J.(p(l-tf)«f4tf» + 4(l-0)*-G#-6(t-0)»4--:!-'U* + -". (8 ) 

To determine f2, we consider the following hypothetical 
lattice: the total points N of the assumed lattice are 
divided into N/-1 groups, each group'consisting of four 
points sitting on the four vertices of a cubic lattice, 
each side of the cubic lattice representing one nearest- 
neighbor pair; &nd, as in the former case, no nearest- 
neighbor pair exists between groups. 

Under this condition, 

2^^tfk«<I+4X + 4X»f + 2\* + 4X*^+A«f*)-JV01'i«A.      (8) 

where X. satisfies- 

3F 3X»0, (10) 

exactly as in the former case. Equation (10) is of the 
fourth order in A, end we c&.n  solve this equation analyti- 
cally for X and then substitute it into expression {$}* 
Wsen Y assumes Its minimum value, the solution of Equation 
(10) is 

+ 20»(l-0)"(i-20)iJ:'-:—. (11) 

Substituting into expression (9), 

N-*F- -6» logo- (i™-0)log(l~0) +0»ij + J W-20) tf + 
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Since for this hypothetical lattice 

therefore, 
N~*F« -0log0~(1 -6»)log(i-0) + 2/AÖ,7') -I-2/»(.tf,T), ilii> 

Comparing vlth. (12), and. making use of the known f, ^ee 
expression {7$,  we arrive at 

c 

Substituting fj  and t0  into expression (1), ve obtain the F 
for all the other f«s/Wtected. If we expand this result 
«ViiriS. in (-W*)-1. it appearsi ««tly the se,e as 
the result by Klrkvood's method. (3) /xh making the compari- 
son, we neglected 0 (k3?)-6j7       ~    . 

(2) Pace-centered lattice binary solid solution 

W/ (15) 

Therefore, we should try to eva3.us.te f3» 

s^nts one nearest-neighbor pair, ana UIBXc 
among atoms of different groups 

Then the logarithm of the configuration*! partition function, 
F, should be 

in whichX is determined by 



Whenf assumes small values, It Is eaay to find 

-t-0(l-0)*(t-20)(t+0)ifs + »', 

A' -»f ~ -tf 1..J»tf- (t -#) If* (t~0) + tflt? +-10^-2^* + 

«s 

Since for this lattice system ve assumed 

therefore 

,V-»f « --(9lygtf- (t-6) log (1 -0) + 2A+2/«. (I«) 

Comparing with expression (17)* and making use of the known 
f-, , ve arrive at 

Substituting fi, fg, antf f? into (15), ve would obtain 
iBBttftöiately the expression^of F vith all the other f»s 
npfflected." If we. expand this result into a series i:a 
(kT)-l, we see that it 1» identical with that obteiued by 
the Kirkvood method. /In making the comparison, 0 (kT)-b 
has been »eglecteä/h 

(3) Ms-type crystal lattice solid solution with long-distent 

In this cftse, ve vill describe only the method of calcula- 
tion. The result apparently should be similar to that 
obtained "before. ■  , 
Denote the number of A atoms in the first sublattice by 1/c 
wtfsnrt the nuaiber of A atoms in the second sublattice oy 1/2 
v,-,-. The points in the first sublattice are represented, DJ 
% and the points in the second by "b. Then, corresponding 
to the values*? and #'/ the logarithm of the configurational 
-partition function, should be- 

M ,   L   +2WT(0,?,5r)+-.       (20) 



■^Note that since here f-. Is defined slightly differently 
from that In expression (1), we adopt the notation f^ . 
To determine fj*, ve vill consider again the hypothetical 
lattice system of expression (1). The logarithm of its 
configurations! partition function, F, is 

^log(l+X+X' + XX'f)-l.VtflogX-lJVfl'logV,       (21) 

where x and X'are functions of $tffand T, determined by 

3F/3X-3F 2X'~0 (22) 

Fro»! (22), we have 

tf-X(l + X*a (l + X+X'+AVf). (23) 

y-X'(l + X|), (l-fX+X' + XA'!). (24) 

Fror» (23), we have 

X-flCl+X'Xl-tfXl + X'f), (25> 

Substituting into {2k),  we get 

fCl-^V' + X'Ll-tf-tf' + ^tf-tf'^-fl'-U. (28) 

■Similarly, solving the equation which satisfied, 

f(i-fl)X»+X[i-fl-y+f(^-tf)3-tf--o. 

and substituting the values of X andX'into expression (21) 
and then making use of the property of the hypothetical 

lattice,      SXeäö .1^  2xxx~2XAXX-..-u, 

we could determine f-»* (0,0* T). Because the calculation is 
very tedious end adds nothing new in the way of results,» 
we omit it. 

(4) Binary solid solution of AB-type lattice with nest- 
nearest neighbor interactions 

Apparently, here 

/ N \ 
if« log?   j + 

\N6j 

+ (£K> K" w)fM T)+•», (27) 

8 
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where «.v represents the "next nearest neighbor" matrix, 
defined as 

/ye."»l , when c1, cM are next-nearest neighbors 

^0 , otherwise, 

and^»^are functions to be determined. A in the above ex- 
pression is the f., we used before. ^  . P    In order ti determine/-«*/*, we will cons der the i 
following hypothetical lattice systems the lattice is «yideq 
Into S/3 groups, each group consisting of three points sitt-. 
ing on thf vertices of a laoceles right triangle. The two 
short sides represent nearest-neighbor pairs, and the diago- 
nal represents the next-nearest-neighbor pair. Then 

JP-l-Wtog(l+8X+X,f+2\»f + X*|»f,)-Artf>'gX,      (28) 
Ö 

where *'denotes exp (-V/W) constructed from tbe next garest 
pair AA (assuming no interaction between AB, and BBj ano^is 
still determined by aF/»-o,It can be easily calculated that 

/r'f - -*togtf-(i-tf)fcg(i-tf)+(-|i|+-^j,)fl,+ 

+(4^+-J-1»,,)tf,^-2ff)+(|.i|,+-|-ii,»)ctf,+ 

We know that for this hypothetical lattice, 

SX^X^^v-f^   S»—0,-., (81) 

and also that f\, is expression (7) , and /»is expression (7) 
in which./* Is replaced byf'6tis replaced byf* V.. Substituting 
all of taem into (27) and then comparing it with (30), we 
arrive at the result 

/Ä(*,T)--|*
,(i-*)VV+--v <82> 

All the above calculations have shown the applicability of th 
method of reference 1 to any kind of solid solution. It Is 
much more dependable, because it does not involve series  - 
Mansion in (kT)-l or (Id?). Moreover from ^procedure: 
shown above we can see that this method is much simpler in 
calculation. 
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PART,II 

A very powerful v&y to treat quasi-chemical formulas 
is "by the method of reference 1. We-will consider two 
essess 

(1) The quasi-chemical fowcule of a multiple-compon- 
ent solid solution, neglecting all but one coordination 
number. 

... Denote the number of atoms of each component group 
XiyN0uN8tr»,   . HereS^-1. Denote the total number of per- 
mutations by M vhen ve permute them on N points. Then the 
logarithm of the configuretional partition function is 
equal to 

By ignoring the unwritten terns in the above expression, we 
will get the conventional quasl-ebemlcal formula. 
In order to determine Tlf  we will discuss again the hypothe- 
tical lattice system (17 of Part I. 'Its F is 

l
yN log as** ve«) -^ '«fc*x«» c84> 

fr-espC-lV«'), 

where the X are determined by     3,F/3X£-0      i-1,2,—        I.e.» 
they are deteraiineä by 

Nov, 
2X„.«tf,     2XXX-SXXXX-0,.-, 

Therefore,- ¥e have 
tf/»(Mi,-r>-■^ioB<5^x/{0)-SiVftU)gX{-Kig.w; '   (as) 

Substituting into (33)* ve get 

where the*-«are functions of O  and 1% determined by express* 
ion (^5). The number- of pairs of nearest neighbors, Xi^, a 
m«de up of atoms of the i-th kind, and the j-th kind, is   ;. m 

10 



Similarly, the number of pairs of nearest neighbors of 
i-th kind of atom is 

Therefore, • 

X{i^^(£l^Uu/%hMn«  3 

Therefore,- 

This is vhat we vent to prove. By & similar procedure, ve• 
can obtain the quasi-chemloalformulas when the left side 
of (40) is XqXß. or  XijXu 

Prom ekoresalon (40), it is very easy to'calculate 
the total number of permutations obtained by permuting the 
atoms OP the lattice, which produces all the atom pairs of 
ell kinds, XU, X1?, ..., etc. First, it can be derived 
frets (40) that 

2rMoe$(ff A0*"-»*«.X«-")~*OM>-- ZXukeXu-  2 A'yU^Xö, (41) 

vhere <£(#»<?) is e function to foe determined. When 

the right a We of expression (4l) should "be equal to 
g^^ft,    and therefore' «K#,0) can-be termined, Hov 

denoting the number of nearest neighbors of one point *n 
the lattice, N^XK*;  *>7  z* we would obtain 

\agg(Nt01>6a,-tXntXi„-)-N2.(t-l)&il>j%0i + 

*TT"ln~cftrpyine out this partial differentiation,^' and ^/i 
are treated, es the same quantity, instead of as Butually 
."independent variables. 

1"* 



If there 18 long-diet«« °J^'  %^8le"p5ode°Sre; 
formula ejn also*/"£***/£££&^IrTto ?he AB-    J 
In fact,   if ve apply }nl4~Z    TZ v111   obtain the conventional 

Zitä£^^ hw ^kinds r 
of atomyhere ^ii-ch-Hcal formula vlth higher coordin- 

ation numbers included.^^ ^    i epical fo^la 

when higner coordination numbers are included. /o con 
oreteness, ve will consider only the case ^      only  -: 

end discuss only the fi and io ^^Sd1*^^ coordination 
SxandSXW terms, and neglect f^J^^^ 

numbers). We can prove that F is equal to 

vhere X„XS,   KA end KB ere fmotions of « and T, deterged 

Prom (44) and 

▼        T      pnri X -     of ÄA» AB,  BB near-neighbor the numbers XM, X^ and *BB>  °x  *?* £7*t    lf we define 
pairs,  can be easily determined.     In fact,   i* 

VM/ -A \    1 V1U KJK.fjafi. ,..., (46) 
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•then we will have     _ 
^-xi+ax"(^1)+«"(i|B) 

xM-m.**x,'(*B)+*x"(m) 

X«-X1.+8A (BR) + oA \£8.r 

and 

[*OJ       [*0 
(■X^s)  _       

X \ A/1 r \ BB ) \ BB /  l AB ) 
*e*&X\l{~' ■(2fjSB-° »'.4.4*"*' ' »S '-' *"'' ' * 

Expressions (4?), (43'), (49) and (50} »«*»». ^f?1? 
nu^fll-chemioal formulas. We want to point oat a.at A 
' t» " ,n^ ->-, fii.R\ and U9k XM can be found fi1^ K^) 
and C-0), and thea ve can calculate X. J^^t^f .^ 
«ut.rodncin* Kors coordination num&er» is ^s,,Ay the „^. 
^'WP. vni*'not bother- to show the development,* 

T?e number of permutations aorrespoiading to X 
^ x« con tSily he  calculated fror, expressions (4öj ;- 
? -"' *£V™* the physical significances of X' ana A 
K'Ä^wlo not Mke that calculation. For face- 
centered cubic system, 

so 
Tfrer 

^r^ YS,,    Ti<T.    Ti.« Xf—a may assuie negative values« 
««.for- tnp.Y flo »ot bear eny direct physical significance. 

V« ca::  --- 4a*   if we do not use tfas atoove-men-tioaea 
«vthod but'^t^auee'i^ directly to f^esent the Jlumber of 
.ion «rouiw containing three A stems ^aiJV;  ™*^ the 
_::;,it nel^ors, and introduce also j&Q to j^reae^, u.e 
ue*V^rS n£nr£  Wainlng tvo A atoeis and one B atom 
vh?ch fim dually nearest neighbors,  etc.,  t^öj J?^fta      | 
cvtXnn the conventional quasi-chemioal formula of tb* 
%^-oent54i binary solid solution as follows t 
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(in the above expression, 24 111 ATcf«, «, ari m 

P 
expressions; 

x.4{sx(^).x ( * )}. 

X^i-{2X(^),-2X(^S)}, 

On conroaring this theory vith express lone  (*7)-(50) 
vre raust note that the expressions nere 

correspond to 

J* \ ../ A 

\ABJ        \ nn / 

Therefore,  in both theories,   the parts  Involving 

eu>.,   •*•« ««»—"wi,"™, us r»lff>>t  side,  arising xx-uiu  w« 
r^\llttZe%Äi\r,tlli^m^ exists for every   - 

—14   — 



four atom groups, each group containing three atoms form- 
ing mutually nearest neighbors. In expression K*7)/  ve 
do not have a factor corresponding to this. Finally, we 
will derive the number of combination g, of 

corresponding to N, £&, ©g. 
Suppose log g takes the following forms 

~«j(-y4x»logX^a+XilWBlogXi,jSji,)-»c,(X-jiulogX1A4+ 

+X8nlogXma)+ci(XjUa+XÄBB)^el(XAAA+Xsa^+4>(hr
>B), (M) 

where X^, X^g,..., i.e., X^, X^, ..., Cl, c2, C3, c4, 
are constants to be determined end*(N, 9)  is a function to 
be determined. - ., 
Treating the configurational free energy as a function 01 H, 

V0S,XUJ»,.XW,(SO that we can put C4-O), and setting its de- 
rivatives with respect to Xjj^B, X^g equal to zero, ve 
obtain 

~«1logX/ia-ct4-~«,logXi|iu+-;-cs +-j CjlogXe«8 

+ y* + * + (-^« + PiJ+?
r
M)/H'-0, 

-cJk>gX4»B~c1+|-ctlc&XB8B+-»Q, (55) 

But from (51), we have 

x • e», 

(.8F«+FA,+rwv»r-|kB :f^^-.       W 

Substituting into the first expression of (55), ve get 

And by the same time, the second equation of (55) is also 
satisfied. Therefore, expression (5*0 is proved to be the 
exact expression of log g, and it is also equal to 

— 15   —. 



an expression very similar to (^l). 
When 

log g should be equal toi^^l<^^-ArÖ8U-.gÖß , and then we have 

where ■"the summation Is taken over 0t, 0f.and A* end each 
of Bu0»$t    can assume two values, ^^ . Therefore 

Substituting into (58), ve obtain the desired result: 

Undoubtedly, this treatment can be extended to the 
face-centered lattice solid solution of multiple components. 
The result corresponding to (60) is 

kg$«8Nhg8N+23N 2^N^ 

+Xwlogi-Xwlr V X^logi-X«*. (61) 
'*     i>i>fc     ' 

A3! the notations in this expression follov ttee usual conven- 
tion, and Xm, Xtjj, XiJk and Xlt, XJJ, have the following 
relations: 

? j>k 

■ 1 

xa-^(8xw+5;xw), 

. *V-K2A:W+2XW+2;*</»)* (62> 

The author wishes to express his thank* to Ting Hou~ 
chiang, Chliao Teng-chiang, Wang Te-mao, Hs^ Yung-huen, h >- 
with Shan he vorked on this problem Fron **;»' }*e *uthox? 
received many suggestions and hints, which made him in- 
terested again in this problem. 
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